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Abstract
Statistical multiplexing is very important in high-speed networks, since it allows network applications to
efficiently share network resources. However, statistical multiplexing can also lead to congestion which
must be properly controlled in order to provide users with a satisfactory level of quality of service.
In this report we study P({Q > x)), the tail of the steady state queue length distribution a t a highspeed multiplexer. The tail distribution P({Q > x)) is a fundamental measure of network congestion
and thus i.mportant for the efficient design and control of these networks. In partic:ular, we focus on
the case when the aggregate traffic to the multiplexer can be characterized by a stationary Gaussian
process. In our approach, a multiplexer is modeled by a fluid queue serving a large number of input
processes. We propose a lower bound and two asymptotic upper bounds for P({Q > x)), and provide
several numerical examples to illustrate the tightness of these bounds. We also us: these bounds to
study important properties of the tail probability. Further, we apply these bounds for a large number
of non-Gaussian input sources, and validate their performance via simulations. Wherever possible, we
have condilcted our simulation study using Importance Sampling in order to improve its reliability and
to effectively capture rare events. Our analytical study is based on Extreme Value Theory, and therefore
different from the approaches using traditional Markovian and Large Deviations techniques.

1. Introduction
Advan.ces in lightwave communication technology have enabled high-speed netvirorks, such as the
Asynchro:aous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks, to support various real-time applications. Statistical
multiplexj.ng is extremely important in such networks, since it increases network efficiency by allowing a
large num.ber of applications to share network resources, as shown in Figure 1.1. However, when these
resources (e.g. buffer space and link capacity) are shared, there also exists the possibility of excessive
congestion, which could impact the quality of the underlying applications. Therefore, a network has to
be designed and controlled based on certain measures that reflect the degree of the expected congestion
in the network. A fundamental measure of congestion that we study in this report i,s P({Q > x)), the
tail of the steady state buffer occupancy (queue length) distribution at a multiplexer.
To analyze the performance of statistical multiplexing and to estimate the possibility of excessive
network congestion that multiplexing may cause, a large number of queueing models have been studied.
In particular, the rich theory of Markov processes has been found to be very useful for studying queueing
behavior when arrival processes are "bursty" (correlated in time), as is typical in ATM networks. This
is because many types of bursty network traffic can be modeled as Batch Markov Arrival Processes
(BMAP) or as Markov Modulated Fluid (MMF) processes, and the resulting queueing models can be
exactly analyzed [8, 22, 28, 391. However, since a large number of heterogeneous network applications
are expected to be multiplexed - e.g. commercial ATM switches already support 622 Mbps link speeds
and gigabi.t-per-second switches are expected to appear soon - the exact analysis of the corresponding
queueing system becomes increasingly difficult. For example, when Markovian queueing models are used
to analyze queue behavior for a large number of multiplexed sources, one quickly runs into classical
computational infeasibility problems due to the large dimension of the system [28, 461. To address this
problem, i:n this report, we will develop analytical techniques to determine P({Q > x)) for infinite buffer
fluid queues serving a large number of arrival processes. Our approach is based on Extn!me Value Theory,
and will result in the development of a lower bound and asymptotic upper bounds for tlie tail probability.
An important facet of our bounds is that they can be expressed in a simple elegant form that is easily
computable, and thus they have both theoretical and practical value. We will study asy~nptoticproperties
of these bounds and will validate their accuracy via a thorough experimental study. Also, using these
lower and itsymptotic upper bounds, we will study various aspects of the behavior of the tail probability.
Before we describe the details of our approach, we first overview related work on P({Q > x)) and relate
it to our own contribution in this report.
In the literature, the behavior of P({Q > x)) has been studied via various approaches, and a number
of approxi~nationtechniques have been developed. The theoretical results which motivate appropriate
approximations for P({Q > x)) can largely be classified into the following three categories.

1. Inequality category (f
-)
2. Simil.arity category ( N )

3. Log-similarity category (%)
The first category (:-category) comprises all kinds of bounds for P({Q > x)). Once an upper or lower
bound for the tail probability P({Q > x)) is found, it can be used to approximate the tail probability if it
is tight. When both tight lower and upper bounds are available, they can provide us wit,h a narrow range
of values that encapsulate P({Q > 2)). Therefore, the results in the first category are very useful when
an admission control type of decision has to be made using the tail probability. However, in general,
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Figure 1.1: Statistical Multiplexing: K different network applications dynamically share a network link
and a bufl'er.
tight bourtds for P({Q > x)) are difficult to obtain. Further, since the theoretical approach to derive a
bound greatly depends on the class of queues being considered, a bound for a specific class of queueing
systems cannot easily be extended to other classes of queues. For this reason, in this category there exist
a relatively small number of results, each of which is obtained for specific classes of queueing models: for
example, see [49] for continuous-time fluid queues with input processes having density and [23] for queues
with Marlcovian arrival processes. In this report we will provide a lower bound and two (asymptotic)
upper bounds for the tail probability for queueing systems serving a large number of input processes.
The second category (-category) includes all the asymptotic properties of P({Q > x)) which can be
expressed by the similarity relation. Two functions f (x) and g(x) are often defined to be asymptotically
similar (f (x) g(x)) if limz+oo g(x)/ f (x) = 1. If we know that P({Q > x)) is asymptotically similar to
some function q(x), the function q(x) can then be used to approximate the tail probabi1i.t~for large values
of x. The advantage of this kind of approximation is that its (logarithmic) error log q(x) -log P({Q > x))
is guaranteed to vanish as x + m, and hence, bounded over all values of x (of course, as long as
P({Q > x ) ) , q(x) > 0). One of the most important results in this category is the exponential similarity
of the tail: for a very general class of queueing models, it has been shown that the tail probability is
asymptotic:ally exponential (for example, see [I, 2, 4, 9, 28, 48]), i.e.,
N

P({Q

> x))

-

Ce-".

(1.1)

Here q is a positive constant called the asymptotic decay rate, and C is a positive constant called the
asymptotic constant. As a result, the asymptote Ce-qx may be used to approximate the tail probability
for large values of x. This approximation is often called the asymptotic approxzmation. For a large class
of queueing systems, computing the asymptotic decay rate q is quite straightforward even when a large
number of arrival processes are multiplexed. However, an exact solution for C can only be determined
for a limited class of queueing systems. Furthermore, even for this limited class of queueing systems, it
is usually c:omputationally problematic to exactly compute C when the queue serves a large number of
arrival processes. Consequently, the following simpler approximation has been proposed (by setting the
asymptotic constant C to 1)
P({Q > x)) = e-".
(1.2)
This appro:cimation is the well known Eflective Bandwidth (EB) approximation, which haasbeen suggested
for use in admission control [15, 27, 31, 34, 351. In recent papers, however, it has been found that the EB
approximaltion does not account for statistical multiplexing gain, and could thus be quite conservative [19,
461. Therefore, there is renewed interest in the asymptotic approximation, and methods have been

developed, to approximate the asymptotic constant C for special cases (4, 25, 261. In this report we will
develop a tight upper bound for the asymptotic constant C for a fairly large class of queueing systems
fed by Gaussian input processes.
The tliird category is characterized by the log-similarity relation. Two functions f (x) and g(x) are
defined to be asymptotically log-similar (f (x) '3 g(x)) if log f (x) and log g(x) are asynnptotically similar.
The results based on Large Deviations techniques (see [21.]for more about large devi.ations techniques)
inherently belong to the third category. Since these large deviations techniques have been developed on
very gene:ral mathematical settings, their applicability is remarkable, and asymptotic properties of the
tail proba'bility can be derived in the form of the log-similarity for diverse queueing systems. For instance,
in [30], it has been shown that the relation

holds for some constant 7 for several different queueing systems. Note that (1.3) provides another form of
theoretical support for the EB approximation; albeit much weaker than that provided by (1.1)). In [24],
log-similarity has been extended to other classes of queueing systems such as queues fed by self-similar
inputs. In 1121, the asymptotic analysis of statistical multiplexing gain has been addlressed by sending
the size of a queueing system to infinity (instead of sending the queue length to infinity, which has been
the usual direction in taking the limit). However, the great generality of the results in t<hiscategory come
at a cost: they are usually not as informative as the results that belong to the other categories. For
instance, (1.3) does not imply (1.1), while (1.1) does (1.3). In fact, it is not difficult to see that there are
an infinite number of functions such as e - v 2 + f i and ziOe-",which are significantly different from e-qZ
and can replace e-qZ in (1.3) to result in another valid log-similar relation. Due to the intrinsically poor
"resolutio~i'~
of. the log-similarity relation, proposed approximations for P({Q > x)) can only be weakly
supported by large deviations theory, and must be validated by extensive experimentation. For example,
the lower 'sound that we introduce in this report has been shown to have a log-similar relationship to
the exact tail probability P({Q > x)), but to validate its accuracy we need to perfbrm an extensive
and systenlatic simulation study. However, in turn, large deviation results have been found to be very
useful in tlie development of Importance Sampling based simulation techniques (e.g, see [14, 441 and the
references therein). In this report, we apply these simulation techniques to effectively ci~pturerare events
and significantly improve the reliability of our numerical studies.
The report is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we briefly introduce the fluid queueing model of a
high-speed multiplexer and provide some useful definitions. In Chapter 3, we introduce a simple lower
bound and. our first asymptotic upper bound for the tail probability. In Chapter 4 , we develop our
second asymptotic upper bound for the tail probability. In Chapter 5, we further weaken some of the
assumptior~smade in earlier chapters, and use our bounds as approximations to the tail probability for
more gener.al fluid queues. Finally in Chapter 6, we bring the report to its conclusion.

2. Fluid Queueing Model
We model a high-speed statistical multiplexer by an infinite buffer fluid queue shown in Figure 2.1.
The fluid queue consists of a server that drains the fluid from the buffer a t a constant rate p, and a fluid
input that fills the buffer at a rate At. The fluid input At corresponds to the aggregate arrival process to
a high-speed multiplexer, and p corresponds to the rate a t which fixed size packets (such as ATM cells)
are transmitted onto the link. Consequently, Qt, the amount of fluid in the buffer a t time t , is closely
related to the number of cells in the multiplexer.
Depending on the index set T , from which the time index t takes its value, a fluid queue is classified as either a continuous-time fluid queue ( T = (-m, 00)) or a discrete-time fluid queue ( T =
1-00>.. . , - 1 , O , l , . . . , a ) ) . In this report, we only consider discrete-time fluid queues, although equivalent results can also be obtained for continuous-time. Interested readers can find the corresponding
results for the continuous-time case in [18].
In a di.screte-time fluid queue, the evolution of Q,, the amount of fluid in the buffer, can be expressed
by Lindley's equation:
Qn = (Qn-l+ 7n)+1
(2.1.)
where yn := An - p is the net amount of fluid input a t time n and (x)+ := max{O,.c). In [38], it has
been shown under some mild assumptions (such as the stationarity and ergodicity of y,, and the stability
condition, i.e., IE{yn) < 0), that the distribution of Qn determined by (2.1) converges to a unique limiting
distribution (the steady state queue distribution) as n goes to infinity, regardless of the initial condition
Qo. In addition, it has been shown under the same assumption that the distribution of
ym
coincides with the steady state queue length distribution. Therefore, if we define a stochastic process Xn

then the s ~ ~ ~ r e m u m ' d i s t r i b u tof
i oXn
n is, in fact, the steady state queue distribution. In other words,

This relation, which originally comes from (38, 511, has played a key role in obtaining a number of
important results on the steady state queue length (or waiting time) distribution.
Throughout this report, we focus on the cases for which the aggregate arrival process can be effectively characterized by a stationary Gaussian process. Such queues have recently receiv~edsome attention
[4, 5, 16, 17, 361 because of two main reasons. Firstly, stationary Gaussian processes have several appealing properties. For example, stationary Gaussian processes are closed under superposition (assuming
independence between superposed processes), and any stationary Gaussian process can completely be
specified b;y its mean and autocovariance. Therefore, unlike the case of Markovian arrival processes,
analyzing a queue with a large number of Gaussian input processes is no more difficult than analyzing
a queue w:~tha single Gaussian input process. The other reason for Gaussian modlsling, is that the
large bandwidth (compared to the bandwidth required by a typical network application) of high-speed
networks make it a natural approximation for the aggregate input process. Due to the huge capacity of
network links, hundreds or even thousands of network applications are likely to be served by a multiplexer. Therefore, even when the traffic from each individual application cannot be precisely modeled by
a Gaussian process, by appealing to the Central Limit Theorem, the multiplexer serving a large number
of these ap'plication can be modeled and analyzed as a fluid queue with a stationary Gaussian input
process.

Infinite Buffer
Server

kt
Fluid input rate
at time t

Constant service rate

Figure 2.1: A fluid queue with an infinite buffer and a server. At is the instantaneous rate of fluid fed
into the system at time t , p is the service rate, and Qt is the amount of fluid in the queue at time t.

Important Notations and Definitions
We now set the stage for our study of P({Q > x)), the tail of the steady state queue length distribution.
Let C,(1) denote the autocovariance function of the net input process 7n = An - p (since the service rate
of the fluid server is fixed to a constant p in our case, C,(l) is the same as Cx(l), the autocovariance
function of the input process). We further define two important parameters S and D :that will be used
extensively in our analysis.

x
00

S :=

x
a,

C,(1)

and

D := 2

1~,(1).

As motivated by the earlier discussion, we assume that 7n, the net input process, is characterized by a
stationary Gaussian process. Then, it is easy to see from the definition of Xn in (2.2), that it also is a
Gaussian process. The mean and autocovariance function of X n can be computed in terrns of rt := -IE{-yo}
and C,(l) as
IE{Xn)

=

-rtn,

and

By a change of variables m = ma - m l , the variance of X n can be expressed as a weighted sum of C,(l),
i.e.,
n

n

n-l

For notational simplicity, for each x > 0 we define a new stochastic process

Y,(")as

yn(l):= f i ( X n + ~ n )
x

+ tcn

It then dirtxtly follows that
for any x > 0 and any n E {O,1,2,.. .),

Xn

> x if and only if Y,(")> f i .

Therefore, we have
P({Q

> x)) = P ({sup

n20

x,, >

= IP ({sup Y
,
(
'
)
n20

>

(2.6)

Note that for each x, YLZ)is a centered Gaussian process, and its autocovariance function CY(=),
in terms
of C x , is given by
XCX( n ~n2)
,
CY(=)
(nl, n2) := IE{Y,(,z)Y,(,~))=
(x I C ~ I ) ( X~ n 2' )

+

+

Now, let o:, be the variance of Y,(~),then it can be expressed in terms of C,(1) as

For notational simplicity, we let (w)e denote supeEe we. We do not specify the index range 8 when
it includes the entire domain of we. For example, (uz) represents the supremum of g:,, = ~ a r { Y n ( ~ ) }
over n E {O,1,2, . . .) (the index omitted in (.)) , and ( Y ( Z ) )
represents the supremum of YiZ) over
n E [a,b]. Also, unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, we assume that our net input process yn is a
stationary Gaussian process.
We now list three useful conditions on C,(l). The different theoretical results that we will derive in
this report; will depend on one or more of these conditions.
( C l ) C,(1) is absolutely summable and

CE-,

C,(1)

> 0.

(C2) 1C,(l) is absolutely summable.

(C3)

Cc, lC,(l) + CF,,,

mC,(1)

> 0 for all m = 1,2,. . . and

CE, lC,(l) > 0.

3. Bounds for P({Q

> x))

In this chapter, we introduce two bounds for P({Q > x)) in the case of fluid queues driven by
stationary Gaussian net input processes, and investigate their tightness through numerical examples.
Also, we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using these bounds as approxilnations to the tail
probability.
3.1 Lovrer Bound based on the Maximum Variance (a:)
For a general (including non-Gaussian) stationary ergodic net input process yn, it can be shown that
P({Xn

> x)) -+ 0, as n -+ m.'

Therefore, there must exist a finite value of n = .it, at which the function P({Xn > x)) attains its
maximum, i.e., SU~,,~P({X,
> x))t. Fkom (2.3), we get the following simple lower bound for P({Q >

XI).
P({Q

> x)) = P({(X) > 2)) 2 supP({Xn > 2)) = P({Xfi, > x)).
n/O

(3.1)

At first it appears that this simple lower bound is probably loose, since it is the probability that Xn is
greater thitn x at only one point n = .it, in the index set {0,1,2,. . .) made of infinite el.ements. However,
the lower bound is expected to be tight under certain circumstances (for example, see the heuristic
explanation provided in [24]), and has been used to study the steady state queue be:havior of different
queueing systems [5, 12, 24, 411. For example, it can be shown that for certain types of arrival processes
the lower bound given by P({XA, > x)) satisfies the large deviation type of asymptotic log-similarity
P({x~,

> x)) ".' e

- 9

2 P({Q > x)).

(3.2)

The above relation can be easily obtained for general classes of input processes from large the deviation
work in the literature (e.g., by a minor modification of the proof in [30, Theorem 21). An explicit proof
of (3.2) for. Gaussian input processes can also be found in [16].
Howevc:r, as mentioned in the introduction, log-similarity provides only weak support, and approximations based on it may yield significant errors. To provide further support in using: the lower bound
as a good approximation to the tail probability, we focus on the case when the net input process yn is
stationary and Gaussian. When the input process is Gaussian, the time instant .it, at which P({X, > x))
achieves its maximum value is also the time instant a t which the process Y,(~)(from (2.5)) attains its
as
maximum variance. Further, from (2.6) and (3.1), we can rewrite (3.1) in terms of

YP)

where (a:) :=

- ~ar{Y,?)} and 8 ( z ) :=

&:J

e-g dy is the tail function of the standard Gaussian

distribution. Remember that Y,(") is a zero-mean Gaussian process. This is important since in the Extreme
Value Thecry for Gaussian processes the maximum variance of a centered Gaussian pro'cess Ct (with nonconstant variance) has been frequently emphasized as a very important factor in studying the supremum
distribution of Ct [6, 7, 11, 45, 521 (e.g., see Theorem A.l in Appendix A). The local behavior of Ct
'Note that since -(, is ergodic, this implies that :x, =
r-,,, -+ - K < 0 as n -+ oo almo,st surely. Therefore,
P({Xn > x}) -+ 0 as n -+ oo.
tP({Xn > x}) may attain its maximum at several different indices. In this case, A, can be arbitrarily chosen among
these indices, and our discussion is valid for any choice of A,

Figure 3.1: (a) ~({yd") > fi)) versus n. Ax turns out to be 1000. (b) Correlation factor between
Y?) and
versus n. In this example, 7 n , the net input process is an i.i.d. Gaussian process with
IE{y,) = -0.1 and Var(7,) = 1, and x is set to 100.

YL~)

around the index to where the maximum variance is achieved, has been found to essentially determine
the suprenlum distribution of Ct (see [7, Section 5.3-5.41). Therefore, one may expect that B({Cto > x))
and P({(C) > x)) are not very different from each other, and in fact, the former turns out to be a fairly
accurate estimate of the latter, for moderately large values of x [7, page 51. These general observations
made in the Extreme Value Theory literature suggest that our lower bound given b:y B({YhZ > &))
should accurately approximate P({Q > x)) = B({(Y(")) > fi)).
Also note that since P({Yfi, > fi))
can be calculated by evaluating the tail of the standard Gaussian distribution, the lower bound based
approximation is computationally very simple. We now provide the following simple example to further
illustrate the accuracy of the lower bound approximation.

Example 1 Let y, be an i.2.d. Gaussian process with IE{y,) = -0.1 and Var{7n) = 1, and set x = 100.
One possiklle way of constructing y, is to define it as 7, := B, - Bn-1 - 0.1, where Bt is the standard
Brownian motion (Wiener) process. Therefore, the corresponding Y,(") and its autocclvariance function
can be expressed as

Cyw ( 7 2 1 , ~ ) =

x min{nl, na)

(100

+ O.ln1)(100+ O.ln2) '

respectively.

In Figure :3.l(a), we plot P({Y,(") > fi))
over the interval (0,30001. As one can see in the figure,
the graph .forms a sharp peak and attains its maximum at Az = 1000. In Figure 3.l(b), we show the
correlation coefficient between

YP)and YL:)

by plotting

COV{Y;~)

,YP)}
. In this figure, it can be observed

oz,azgz,;

) values of n close to A, = 1000. Since P({Y,(") > &}) is
that Y,(,) is strongly correlated to Y ~ Zfor
for n close to A,, the
very small when n is far from A,, and since Y,(") is strongly correlated to Y):;

YL~)

5 fi)) should be small, and therefore, B({(Y,(~))> fi)) will be
probability P({(Y(~))> fi and
Even though Example 1 is for the case when 7, is an i.i.d. Gaussian
dominated by P({YL~)> fi)).

process, similar observations can also be made in the limit (as z + co),when yn belongs to more general
classes of Gaussian processes (as will be discussed in Section 3.2).
We will now derive an asymptotic result that demonstrates the importance of li,, the value of n
correspon,ding to the maximum variance of a stochastic process. We first restate Proposition B.2 derived
in the appendix, that shows that the time index at which a$,, (or equivalently P({X, > x))) attains its
maximum, is asymptotically a linear function of x.
Proposition B.2 Let A, be the index at which a:,, attains its maximum (a:). Then, under condition
(C1)7

firther, under conditions (Cl) and (C2), and for all E > 0 ,
fix - ?i
lim 2= 0.
Proof of Proposition B.2 : See Appendix B.

Now, whe:n the input process yn satisfies condition (Cl), we introduce the following theoretical result
which illustrates the importance of the local behavior of Y,(") around fix in estimating P({(X) > x)).
This theorem will also be very important in deriving an asymptotic upper bound to P({Q > x)).
Theorem 3.1 Under condition (Cl), for any a
lim

=+-

> 1,

P({(y("))[&,e] > &I)
P({(X)[&>?] > XI)
= lim
= 1.
P({(XJ > XI)
LC+P({(Y(,))>&))

Proof of Theorem 3.1 : See Appendix C.

[%,

From (3.41, note that for any a > 1, the interval
aA,] (and hence fi, itself) will eventually be
contained i.n [&,
as x increases. Therefore, Theorem 3.1 implies that for any a >: 1,

%]

In other words, as x increases, P({Q > x)) = P({(Y(")) > &)) is essentially determined on a relatively
small interval around the maximum variance index A,. Also, (3.5) can be interpreted as a rigorous
verification of the qualitative statement "rare events take place only in the most probable way [24, 411."
Note that I ~ D ( { ( Y ( ~ )>) &))
~ ~ , with
, ~ ~a~= 1 corresponds to the lower bound B

(6%).

Since (3.5)

holds for any arbitrary a greater than 1, it suggests that even if the lower bound wire to ~symptotically
diverge from the exact tail probability, it would do so very slowly. In fact, although we know from
(3.2), that the lower bound is log-similar, the (logarithmic) difference between the lowlsr bound and the
tail probak'ility generally diverges. Even so, as will be shown in Chapter 4, the rate of divergence is
relatively slow, and the bound accurately approximates the exact tail probability over a large range of
queue lengths.

Asjrmptotic U p p e r Bound

3.2

In this section, we will derive an asymptotic upper bound for P({Q > x)). We say that f (x) asymptotically bounds g(x) from above if lim sup,,,
g(x)/f (x) 5 1. It should be noted here that Simonian [49]
has derived an elegant upper bound in an integral form for general continuous-time fluid queues fed by
input processes having density function. However, in spite of its significant theoretical value, the upper
bound usually results in a fairly complicated expression when it is evaluated for a specific fluid queue
(for example, check the bound obtained for the special case of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck input processes
in the paper), thus limiting its practical value. Moreover, the asymptotic tightness of' this upper bound
has only heen shown for the Ornstein- Uhlenbeck process, and for more general processes we do not even
know if the bound is asymptotically log-similar to the tail probability.
In con':rast, the asymptotic upper bound for P({Q > x)) that we derive in this report is in a simple
exponenti;tl form which can easily be obtained from the mean and autocovariance of the net input
Gaussian process. Even though it is not a global upper bound, but an asymptotic upper bound, it
is of both theoretical and practical importance, as will be discussed later. We will use this bound, in
conjunction with the lower bound, to develop a good approximation for the tail proba.bility.
We proceed as follows. We first make some interesting observations by time-scaling the stochastic
process
These observations provide some insight on the behavior of P({Q > z]i) and point us in
the development of our asymptotic upper bound.

~~15).

3.2.1

I n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Time-Scaling Y,(,)

Consider a continuous-time stochastic process

c(x)

defined for each x

> 0 as

c(x)

is
where [ z ] denotes the largest integer that is smaller than or equal to z. The stochastic process
simply an interpolated (by zero-order holding) and scaled (in time) version of Y,("), enforced to attain
its maximum variance around t = 1, as x -+ m. From the definition of &("I, the following equations can
easily be verified.
(

) = (y'"'),

P({Q > x)) = ~ ( { ( p ( ~>) &I),
)
suP~ar{&(z)) = ( ) and
t2o

lim CF(,,(tl,t2) =

x+m

S min{tl , t2)
~ ( +1tl)(l t2)
(from Proposition B.l(c)).

lim CY(.)(L+],[+])=

x,m

+

converges in distribution
Since pJz)is a centered Gaussian process for each x > 0, (3.10) implies that
S rnin{tl ,,a)
to a centered Gaussian process Ut having autocovariance function Ctr(tl, t2) = K ( t l + l ) ( t a + l ) , as x -+ m.
One way ol' constructing the process Ut is to define it in terms of the standard Brownian motion process

Since

p,(Z)and

Ut are continuous time processes, we briefly move our attention to continuous-time

fluid queues. For continuous-time fluid queues, continuous-time stochastic processes

.kt,

c(2),
and Y,

(x)

can be defined in an analogous way to their discretctime counterparts:

j't(z)

:=

+ kt) ,
+ kt

&(xt

x

and

Here, rt is a stochastic process with stationary increments and negative drift such that rt - rs (s 5 t)
represents the net input (the input rate minus the service rate) during the interval (s,t] and k :=
t-s
Further, as mentioned in Chapter 2, the results (including (2.7) and (3.8)) obtained for
discrete-time fluid queues can also be derived for continuous-time fluid queues under these definitions [18].
Note that if rt is a Gaussian process with stationary and independent increments such that Var{::gra) = S

w-.

. (XI

= K , then pt is identically distributed to Ut for every x > 0. Therefore, from (3.8),
and k = the queue length distribution of the corresponding continuous-time fluid queue is given by P({(U) > &)).
Roughly speaking, the continuous fluid queue driven by a Gaussian process rt ~ 1 1 tstationary
h
and
independent increments, corresponds to the discretctime fluid queue with an i.i. d. Gaussian net input 7n.
Hence, the convergence (in distribution) of $") to Ut indicates that as x increases,
(or Y,(,)) behaves
as if the net input process is an i.i.d. Gaussian
This phenomenon can be intuitively interpreted
as follows. From (3.4), iz,, the time at which X , is most likely to be larger than x increases linearly
with x. T'herefore, as x increases, ii, eventually becomes significantly larger than the timescale over
which the net input process is correlated. As a result, the effect of the correlated input, process is almost
invisible on the time scale of &, and Y,(,) behaves as if the input is i.i. d. Gaussian (with the same value
of S as ~ n(." ) ) .For instance, let xn be an i.i.d. Gaussian process and let Cn = 0 . 5 ~0 ~. 3 ~ , - ~ 0 . 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ .
Then, obviously although xn is not correlated, Cn is a correlated process. However, if we compare two
n
partial surns, C k = l X, and Cm=,
Cm over a much larger time-scale (say n > 100) than the timcscale
over which Cn is correlated, the difference, 0 . 5 ( ~0 x,)
0.2(~-1- ~ ~ - between
1 )
these sums becomes
very mi no^. Further, for such large values of n, these two partial sums will exhibit very similar stochastic
behavior.
The dis~cussionabove suggests the following simple approximation for the tail probability.

c(Z)
+

+

+

The first equality of (3.11) is from (3.8) and the second step is from the fact that %',(") converges to Ut
in distribution. This approximation is intriguing because P({(U) >
can be computed in a simple
form, i.e.,

6))

r({(u)> h

) ) = P ({B~ > f i ( t

+ 1)

for some t 2 0

))

=e - f

(e.g. see [43, page 1991).

In other words, this approach, in fact, results in the famous EB approximation. Therefore, to go beyond
the EB apl~roximationand obtain some information about the asymptotic constant in (1.1), more than
has to be considered. The asymptotic upper bound that we now introthe limiting distribution of
duce, can IIe obtained by capturing the way in which the distribution of
converges to its limiting
distribution.

c(z)

c',(z)

t~herefon:,for sufficiently large z,the plots of P ( ( Y ~>~fi))
) and the correlation coefficient between YfiZand Y?)
should look \.cry similar to the two figures shown in Example 1.

3.2.2 Single-Exponential B a s e d A s y m p t o t i c U p p e r B o u n d
Let B , be the standard Brownian motion process and define a centered Gaussian process
0,1, . . .) for each x
such that limn,,

z?) (n =

z?) := J.s'oB^,
x+nn
where g(n) is a function defined by (b.1) in Appendix B,
g(n) = 1. Further, as in (3.6), we define z,(") := z(") Now, it can easily be shown
LGJ'
> 0 by

that z,(") also converges to Ut in distribution. Further, as we will show in the proof' of (the following)
Theorem .3.2, the processes Y,(Z) and z?) (and hence 2:") and j,(x)) have the same variance. Therefore,
by considering Z,(") we can capture how the variance of 2:") converges to its limiting variance. This
enables
t o obtain an upper bound to the asymptotic constant which takes into account statistical
multiplexing. More specifically, under conditions (Cl) and (C3), it can be shown (see Appendix C) by
using Slepian's inequality and Theorem 3.1, that P({(Z(Z)) > x)) asymptotically bounds P({(Y(")) > x))
from above. All of the above arguments can be made rigorous and lead to the followiilg key theorem.
T h e o r e m . 3.2 Under conditions (C1)-(C3), limsupZ,,
e-$("+%!) asymptotically bounds P({(X) > x)).

~%P({(x)

> x)) 5

e-*-.

In other words,

Proof of Theorem 3.2 : See Appendix C.

Theorem 3.2 gives us an exponential asymptotic upper bound (e-%("+%)) to the tail probability
P({Q > XI.)= P({(X) > x)). Further, since it has been shown under condition ( C l ) that (1.1) holds for
[4], Theorem 3.2 also provides us with an upper bound
stationary Gaussian input processes with r] =

2

-2 x 2 ~
e 7to the asymptotic constant C given in (1.1). Note that the asymptotic upper bound exploits

the advancage of statistical multiplexing in the sense that the bound for the asymptotic constant decreases exponentially when more sources are multiplexed. For instance, consider a fluid queueing system
with a n infinite buffer, a server having rate p, and a stationary Gaussian input A,. Then, the bound
2 x 2 ~

for the as!rmptotic constant of the corresponding tail probability is e - 7 where S = CF-, C,(1),
D = 2 CEtl 1C,(1), and K = -IE{yo) = p - IE{Ao). If we now increase the service rate by a factor of
M > 1, and a t the same time also increase the input rate by M (which corresponds to multiplexing M
:!x2

i.i.d. Gaussian sources), then the resulting bound for the asymptotic constant is e--+M.
Note that
the bound decreases exponentially as M increases. Since the above properties hold foir our upper bound
to the asyinptotic constant, it implies the following: If we quantitatively define statistical multiplexing
gain as the reciprocal of the asymptotic constant, then this gain increases at least exponentially with
the system size. Here, it should be noted that this result coincides with the observation made on the
asymptotic constant based on experimental studies (191.
The form of the upper bound to the asymptotic constant gives us more insight into the queueing
behavior fc~rstationary Gaussian sources. It is well known that S, in conjunction with K , determines the
asymptotic decay rate given in (1.1) [4, 301, and that the generalized version of the index of dispersion
for counts can be expressed in terms of S [ 5 ] . Therefore S can be thought of as s measure of the
total 'Lburstiness"of the input process, which is invariant to filtering or finite time-shifting of the arrival
process. For example, let a, E [O, 11 be a sequence that sums to 1, and consider a linear smoothing
system which delays a, portion of the input a t time n by m 2 0. Then, the output process A, can be
expressed a s a convolution of a, and the input process A,, i.e., 1
, = Czzoa,A,-,.
Ftom this relation,
DO
the autocovariance function of A, can be computed as Ci(1) = C z l = o Cm,=O
a m l a m z ( T ~ ( lm l - m2).
Hence, we have

+

In other words, since the system does not impose an infinite amount of delay (that is, Cz=o
am = I),
the autocovariance function of the input process and that of the output process have the same sum.
l C ~ ( 1 may
)
be different from CEO
lCi(l), i.e.,
On the other hand, it is not difficult to check that CEO
the parameter D is not invariant to filtering or finite time-shifting, and many autocovariance functions
with the same S may have very different values of D . Now, consider two non-negative autocovariance
functions Cl(l) and C2(1) having the same sum S. The autocovariance function Cl(1) has most of its
mass distributed close to 1 = 0, while C2(l) has its mass spread over a wider range of 1. In this case, it is
obvious from the definition of D , that C1(l) will have a smaller value of D than C2(l). In other words,
for the same amount of total burstiness in the arrival process, the more the burstiness is spread over
time, the larger is the corresponding value of D , and hence from our bound to the asjrmptotic constant,
the larger is the eventual statistical multiplexing gain. This implies that for a given constraint on the
tail probability, by spreading the burstiness over time (e.g, the familiar smoothing co:ncept), we can get
better statistical multiplexing gain. In the following section we will show just how dramatic the difference
in this gain can be for two different Gaussian processes having the same value of S.

3.3

Numerical Examples and Discussions

In this section, we experimentally investigate the tightness of the lower bound and asymptotic upper
bound ancl discuss their properties as approximations to the tail probability. Since, in general, the exact
tail probability P({Q > x)) is not analytically obtainable, throughout this report, we use simulation
techniques to validate our theoretical results. In particular, we use the Importance Sampling simulation
technique described in [14]to improve the reliability of the estimation. We have calculated 95% confidence
intervals for each tail probability estimated via simulation by the method of batch mean [13]. However, to
not unnect:ssarily clutter the figures, we only show confidence intervals when they are larger than f20%
of the estiinated tail probability.
For the importance sampling simulations, (pseudo) regenerative cycles [14] are defiiied to be the time
period bet-ween successive time epochs. We define these epochs to be the time at whic:h the queue transitions froin an empty state t o a non-empty state. Generally, the accuracy of simulation via importance
sampling i:mproves as the number of regenerative cycles involved in the simulation increases. Therefore,
when P({Q > 0)) is very small, even though this does not necessarily imply the rareness of the regenerative cycle, it is usually difficult t o get a sufficient number of regenerative cycles for the simulation.
After exteiisive simulation studies, we found that reliable results even using importance sampling cannot
Hence, for all
usually be obtained (in a reasonable amount of time) when P({Q > 0)) is less than
experiments, we set the utilization ( p = lE{Xo)/p) so that P({Q > 0)) is greater than
(as shown in
the numerical figures, we do, however, estimate significantly lower values of P({Q > x)), for x > 0).

Example 2 In this example we consider fluid queues fed by two different Gaussian. input processes.
The autocovariance functions of these Gaussian processes are given as Cx(1) = 200 x 0.951'1 and Cx(l) =
100 x 0.91~1+60 x 0.981'1. Note that all the covariance functions are non-negative and vanish exponentially
as 1 increases, so that they satisfy condition (Cl).
In Figures 3.2 and 3.3, we show the exact tail probability and the lower bound for taro Gaussian input
processes with the autocovariance functions 200 x 0.951~1and 100 x 0.91'1 60 x 0.981'1, respectively, for
six different values (5.26,11.11,17.65,25,33.33,42.86)of K = p - E{Xo). As one can see in both figures,
the lower bound matches the simulation results quite well. Also, note that, as expected from (3.2), the
limiting slope of the lower bound approaches the limiting slope of the simulation curve. This, coupled with
t lower bound closely matches the simulation results (over the range of values of x that
the fact t h ~ the

+
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Figure 3.:!: The exact tail probability and the
lower bou~idfor a Gaussian input process with autocovarian.ce function Cx(1) = 200 x 0.951'1.
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Figure 3.3: The exact tail probability and the
lower bound for a Gaussian input process with autocovariance function Cx(l) = :LOO x 0.91'1 60 x
0.981'1.

+

are shown in the figures), suggests that the lower bound should accurately approximate tail probabilities
for even larger values of x. We have conducted an extensive experimental study which confirms that
the lower bound does match the shape of the tail probability curve, and is accurate over a wide range
of queue lengths [16, 171. As will soon turn out, this is an important feature of the nnaximum variance
based lower bound which cannot be achieved by single exponential (in terms of the queue length x) types
of approximations.

Example 3 It is easy to check that the two autocovariance functions used in the previous example
satisfy conditions (Cl) - (C3). Therefore, from Theorem 3.2, an exponential asympt,otic upper bound
for the tail probability can be computed for these two Gaussian sources. In this example, we compute
the asymptotic upper bound for the tail probability using exactly the same settings as im Example 2, and
investigate its tightness.
In Figu.re 3.4, we show the exact tail probability and asymptotic upper bound for tlhe Gaussian input
process with autocovariance function Cx(E) = 200 x 0.951'1. As one can see in the figure, for large x, the
asymptotic: upper bound parallels the tail probability for all values of K . This is not a surprising result
because both the asymptotic upper bound and the tail probability are asymptotically exponential with
the same decay rate
Therefore, the logarithmic error between the bound and the tail probability
will eventually converge to a finite value. Further note that the bound matches the simulation results

-%.

quite well. This indicates that the limiting error will be fairly small, and e - 9 is a tight bound
to the asymptotic constant. The tightness of the asymptotic upper bound is also demonstrated in
Figure 3.5, which shows the same curves for the Gaussian input process with the autocovariance function
Cx(l) = 100 x 0.91'1 + 60 x 0.981~1. As in Figure 3.4, the asymptotic upper bound parallels the tail
probability as x increases and the difference between the bound and the exact tail probability is less than
an order of magnitude for large enough values of x. However, in Figure 3.5, the asymptotic upper bound
fails to ap:?roximate the tail probability for small queue lengths (< 500) for K = 33.33,42.86. This is
because the tail probability in Figure 3.5 converges to its exponential asymptote slo~vly,while the tail
probability in Figure 3.4 converges to its asymptote fairly fast, and forms a nearly straight line. The
reason for this is that the autocovariance function of the Gaussian input used in Figure 3.5 consists of

]
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Figure 3.4: The exact tail probability and the
asymptotic upper bound for a Gaussian input process with autocovariance function Cx(1) = 200 x
0.951'1.

Figure 3.5: The exact tail p1:obability and the
asymptotic upper bound for a Gaussian input process with autocovariance function Cx(l) = 100 x
0.91'1 + 60 x 0.981~1.

two powei: terms with different decay rates. Hence, the input is correlated at different time scales, which
typically results in a slower convergence of the tail probability to its asymptote. In the following example,
a far more significant effect of this multiple time-scale correlation will be demonstrated.
E x a m p l ~4! In this example we consider a fluid queue fed by a Gaussian input process with autocovariance junction Cx(l) = 104 x 0.991'1 64.14 x 0.9991'1 31.86 x 0.99991~1. As can be observed, the
autocovariance function is a sum of three weighted powers with very different decay rates. This means
that this source is correlated at very different time scales. In Figure 3.6, the lower bound, the asymptotic
upper bound, the EB approximation and simulation results are shown at K = 33.33. As in the previous
numerical results, the lower bound matches the whole simulation curve quite well fronn very small values
of x to values of x as large as lo5. However, note that the slope of the simulation curve significantly
differs from that of the EB approximation (or the asymptotic upper bound) even at x == lo5. This implies
that the liail probability is not close to its asymptote over the entire range of queue lengths shown in
the figure. Even though we cannot calculate the exact asymptote given in (1.1) of this tail probability,
we know that it has to be below the asymptotic upper bound. Therefore, in this case, neither the EB
approximation nor the asymptotic approximation can accurately estimate the tail probability even for
very largt: values of x. For example, for the queue length as large as 20,000, the EB approximation
overestimates the exact tail probability by five orders of magnitude, while the asymptfoticapproximation
underestimates the exact tail probability by at least five orders of magnitude. This also implies that even
though the asymptotic upper bound provides a tight upper bound to the asymptot~cconstant (this is
found to be true in this case as well by examining larger values of x), since it is in a single exponential
form, it may not provide a useful estimate of B({Q > x)) for probabilities of interest,. Further, even by
using current multi-term exponential approximation techniques, it is difficult to accurately capture the
tail probe,bility for these cases [19].
The slow convergence of the tail probability to its asymptote is often observed when the source is
correlatecl at multiple time scales. Multiple time-scale correlation in general occurs when heterogeneous
sources a]-emultiplexed. Also certain traffic sources (for example, MPEG and JPEG encoded video) are
thernselvc:~correlated at different time scales [32]. Since high-speed networks are expected to support
many difrerent types of traffic, each of which has its own correlation pattern, the network traffic is
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Figure 3.6: The exact tail probability, the EB approximation, the lower bound, and the asymptotic upper
bound for it Gaussian input process with autocovariance function Cx(E) = 104 x 0.991'1 t-64.14 x 0.999111+
31.86 x 0.99991'1 when K. = 33.33.
very likely to be correlated at multiple time scales. Therefore, it is important, as in the case with the
lower bound, to be able to analyze the queue behavior for such traffic. In Chapter 4, we will develop a
new asymptotic upper bound based on the maximum variance (a:) which will be useful even for traffic
correlated at multiple time-scales.
E x a m p l e 5 In this example, we show that the asymptotic constant and the statistical multiplexing gain
can be ver]. different even for stationary Gaussian input processes having the same autocovariance sum S.
In Figure 3.7, we plot two autocovariance functions, C1(l) = 25.641 x 0.951'1 and Cz(l) =: 2.5063 x 0.9951'1,
both of which sum up to S = 1000. Even though these functions have the same values of S , as one can
see in the iigure, C2(l) is spread over a wider range of 1 than Cl(1). Therefore, Cz(1) has a significantly
larger value of D than Cl(l) (19487.16 for Cl(l) versus 199501.48 for Cz(1)). Hence, a s we discussed in
the previous section, the asymptotic constant (for the same value of K) for the Gaussian input process
with autocovariance Cz(l) is expected to be smaller than that for the Gaussian input process with
autocovari:mce C1(l). In Figure 3.8, we show the exact tail probability and the asymptotic upper bound
for two Gaussian input processes with autocovariance Cl(l) and C2(1) when K. = 5. A.s in the previous
examples, the upper bound for the asymptotic constant turns out to be tight, and the asymptotic constant
for the autl3covariance function C2(1) is smaller than that for C1(E) (by almost 4 orders of magnitude!).
Further, note that the statistical multiplexing gain as a function of M (the number of sources in the
Z S ~ D

system) increases as fast as e 7 . Therefore, as the number of the input processes and the link
capacity are proportionally increased, the (logarithmic) difference between the asymptotic constants for
these two Gaussian input processes will also increase very fast.
The above example is also related to the effect of smoothing in the following wa,y. The Gaussian
process with autocovariance C2(1) can be thought of as the output of a linear smoothing system discussed
in the previous section fed by the Gaussian process with autocovariance Cl(1) for appropriately chosen
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Figure 3.7: The autocovariance functions (C1(l) =
25.641 x (1.951~1and C2(E) = 2.5063 x 0.9951~1)of
two Gaussian input processes having the same sum
S = 1000.
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Figure 3.8: The exact tail probability and the
asymptotic upper bound for two Gaussian input
processes with autocovariance functions Cx (1) =
25.641 x 0.951'1 and Cx(E) = 2.5063 x 0,9951'1. K is
set to 5.

coefficients a, (m = 0,1,. . .). Therefore, this example illustrates that smoothing somle types of network
traffic which are correlated over a relatively short time scale, can significantly reduce network congestion.
On the other hand, we also can expect that for some traffic types such as JPEG-encoded video traffic,
which are intrinsically correlated over very long time scales, smoothing over a small number of time frames
will only marginally change the value of D and hence will not effectively reduce network congestion. For
the case of real video traffic this type of effect has been observed (e.g. [47]).

4. Asymptotic Upper Bound Based on the Maximum Variance
In the previous chapter, we developed two bounds for the tail probability P({Q
Asy~nptoticUpper Bound: e-%("++)
&n

Bound: \k

> x)).

(f i )

The asymptotic upper bound is in a very simple and elegant single exponential form, and has been derived using important results from Extreme Value Theory. Since for a very large class of Gaussian input
processes, the tail probability is asymptotically exponential, our asymptotic upper bound is asymptotically tight in the sense that it differs from the exact tail only by a finite multiplicative constant. In fact,
2rc2 D

through einpirical observations we have found that the leading term e - 7 provides a tight upper bound
to the asymptotic constant in (1.1) which accounts for statistical multiplexing gain. However, in spite of
the simplicity and theoretical value of the asymptotic upper bound, as we have discussed earlier, it may
not accunttely estimate the tail probability P({Q > x)) when the input traffic is correlated a t different
time-scales.
In contrast, the lower bound that we have developed is based on the maximum variance (a:) and
was found t o match the shape of the tail probability curve, and was hence accurate even for multiple
time-scale correlated traffic. Thus, in this chapter we develop another asymptotic upper bound (under
the condit,ions (C1)-(C3)) for the tail probability which has all the nice properties of the lower bound
and the asymptotic upper bound derived in the previous chapter.
Remember that the lower bound is a simple (standard Gaussian tail distribution) function of

m.

From Theorem 3.1, and the fact that the lower bound matches the shape of the tail probability curve,
we can infer that the term
as a function of x, contains key information abouit the shape of the

&,

tail probability curve. Our idea is t o find a function q(z) which resembles q ( z ) such .that q
similar to the asymptotic upper bound e-*("+%). In this way, q

(fi)

would asymptotically bound

the exact tail probability from above, and also closely track the shape of the tail probability curve. In
other wor~ds,by finding such a function q(z), we hope to develop a new asymptotic upper bound for the
tail probability which is not only asymptotically tight, but also accurately approximates B({Q > x)) for
any value of x. In the following proposition, which is based on Theorem 3.2, we find such an asymptotic
upper bound.
-

*

e - % ( ~ + % as
) x
Proposition 4.1 Under conditions ( C l ) and (C2), e
an additional condition (C3), e - w asymptotically bounds P({(X) > x)).
2

-+ 03.

Therefore, with

Proof of :Proposition4.1 : See Appendix C.

To avoid rconfusion with the asymptotic upper bound derived in Section 3.2, we name this new asymptotic upper bound e 2 ( a ~ ) the
,
Maximum Variance Asymptotic (MVA) upper bound. Note that the MVA
upper bound, as a function of z = &,
can be written as q(z) = e - g . Further, from the following

-+

well known bound for P ( z ) [29], i.e.,
1 - ~ - -1~ -2
z e 2 IQ(z)I-

6

e

2

for all z

> 0,

Figure 4.1: The difference log e-

*

- log !I'

(fi)

versus the MVA upper bound loge-*.

we have

.-+

Since the inequalities in (4.1) are very tight, even for moderately small values of z, the ratio !I'(z)/=

converges t o 1 very rapidly. Therefore, the major difference between Q(z) and e - g is the multiplicative
term
in the right-hand side of (4.2). However, this term is very slowly varying compared to the

-&-;

remaining part e - G . Therefore, the shape of the MVA upper bound curve should almost be the same as
that of the lower bound. Further, since the MVA upper bound is asymptotically similar. t o the asymptotic
upper bound derived in the previous chapter, we expect that it should be a n accurate approximation for
any queue lengths x. Also, note that the MVA upper bound is being obtained by lifting the lower bound
in such a way that it becomes a n asymptotic upper bound. Hence, unlike the asymptotic upper bound
in Section 3.2, we expect that the MVA upper bound will bound the tail probability even for very small
values of queue lengths; a prediction that will be verified through simulations.
Now, a direct result of Proposition 4.1 is that under conditions (C1)-(C2),

Note that the second similarity is from Propositions B.3 and 4.1. From (4.3), it is iiow clear that the
lower bound is not asymptotically exponential, and hence cannot be similar to the exact tail probability.

&

is slowly decreasing compared to the remaining term e p + ( " + 9 ) ,
However, the leading term
as x + 03. For this reason, the deviation of the lower bound from the tail probability was basically
unrecognizable in Figures 3.2,3.3, and 3.6. In fact in all our tested sequences the eventual divergence
Perlnaps the following
of the lovrer bound is not observed, even for probabilities as small as
observatic~nwill shed further light on this issue.
An interesting observation is that the (logarithmic) difference log e-*

-log !I'

(\lz)
between the

Queue Length (x)

Queue Length (x)

Figure 4.2: The exact tail probability and the
MVA upper bound for a Gaussian input process
with autocovariance function Cx(1) = 200 x 0.951'1.

Figure 4.3: The exact tail probability and the

MVA upper bound for a Gaussian input process
with autocovariance function Cx(1) = 100 x 0.91"+
60 x 0.981'1.

MVA upper bound and the lower bound is actually a function of

J&,

that can be closely approximated

$5.

Therefore, the difference between these bounds cannot be arbitrary but <:anbe determined
by log
from either the MVA upper bound or the lower bound, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. As one can see in
the figure, the difference between the two bounds is only about an order of magnitude even when the
MVA upper bound is as small as
This also suggests that the MVA upper bouncl and lower bound
provide a narrow envelope that encapsulates the exact tail probability over a wide range of queue lengths.
Figure 4.1 indicates that this envelope will be quite tight even at probabilities as small as

4.1

Nurnerical Examples and Discussion

In this section, we investigate the tightness of the MVA upper bound by applying it to exactly the
same situakions as in Examples 2, 3, and 4. In all of these examples we will observe that the MVA upper
bound accurately tracks the tail probability over a wide range of queue lengths.
E x a m p l e 6 In Figures 4.2 and 4.3, we show the exact tail probability and the NIVA upper bound
correspontling to the same setting as in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. By comparin,~
these two figures
with Figures 3.2 and 3.3, one can see that, as expected, the shape of the MVA upper bound curve
closely resembles that of the lower bound. Further, also as expected, the MVA upper l,ound, bounds the
tail probability not only for large values of queue lengths (as did our first asymptotic upper bound in
Figures 3.4 and 3.5) but for the entire range of queue lengths.
Example 7 In Figure 4.4, the exact tail probability, the lower bound, and the MVfL upper bound for
a Gaussian input process with autocovariance function Cx(l) = 104 x 0.991'1 64.14 x 0.9991'1 31.86 x
0.99991~1are displayed. As in Example 4, K. is set to 33.33. Note that the lower bound and the MVA upper
bound tightly encapsulate the tail probability over the entire range of queue lengths. Since both bounds
are based on the maximum variance, neither suffers from the slow convergence of the tail probability to
its asymptote. Similar experimental studies have indicated that: (1) the tail probability almost never
escapes from the envelope constructed by the bounds, as long as conditions (C1)-(C3) are satisfied; and

+

+

Figure 4.4: The exact tail probability, the lower bound, and the MVA upper bound for a Gaussian input
process wit;h autocovariance function C x ( l )= 104 x 0.991'1 + 64.14 x 0.9991~1+ 31.86 x 0.99991'1.

(2) that both the lower bound and the asymptotic upper bound can approximate tail probabilities as
small as 1(1-~'
with errors less than or around an order of magnitude.

5. Applications for General Input Processes
The mimerical results provided in Chapters 3 and 4 were for stationary Gaussian input processes.
Further, both the asymptotic upper bounds developed in the previous chapters were derived under three
conditions (C1)-(C3). In this chapter, we investigate and discuss the accuracy of the lwwer bound and the
MVA upper bound as an approximation for the tail probability when conditions (C1)--(C3) are violated,
and also when the aggregate input process is not Gaussian.
5.1 General Gaussian Process
The relation (3.1) is very generally true. Hence, the lower bound in (3.3) given by

I

(m)

is valid

long as the input process is stationary Gaussian. On the other hand, both the asymptotic upper bounds
developed in Section 3.2 and Chapter 4, require conditions (C1)-(C3). Hence, in ortler to identify the
class of stationary Gaussian processes for which the asymptotic upper bounds are valid, it is important
to know urhat kind of stationary Gaussian processes satisfy these conditions.
The ccndition (Cl) is mainly on the absolute summability of the autocovariance fuinction of the input
process. Hence, a sufficient condition for (Cl) (assuming XE-, Cx(l) > 0) is that there exists an E > 1
such that Cx(l) < 1-' for all sufficiently large 1. It should be noted that condition (Cl) can be thought
of as the boundary between the processes that exhibit self-similar behavior and those that do not [5]
(see also [37, 40, 411 for the definition and properties of self-similar processes). Also, (Cl) is a sufficient
condition for the ergodicity of a stationary Gaussian process [53],and therefore, under this condition the
tail probability satisfies (1.1) with q =
and some finite constant C [4].
Condit,ion (C2) is on the absolute summability of a weighted autocovariance function of the input
process. It is easy to see that (C2) is somewhat more restrictive than (Cl), and tha.t this condition is
satisfied if' there exists an E > 2 such that Cx(l) < 1-', for all sufficiently large 1.
While (Cl) and (C2) are related to the decay rate of an autocovariance function. condition (C3) is
related to its shape and sign. Roughly speaking, (C3) is satisfied when Cx(l), the autocovariance function
of an input process, is positive for most values of I. The class of input processes characterized by (C3)
is very important for the analysis of network delay, since positive autocovariance is related to the bursty
nature of an input process, which in turn is the main cause of network congestion. However, it should be
noted tha; some types of network applications (such as MPEG video) generate network traffic in a fairly
periodic firshion, which may result in a large enough negative component of the autocovariance function
to violate condition (C3). Thus, in the following example, we first investigate the performance of the
lower bound and the MVA upper bound for input processes that do not satisfy condition (C3).

9,

Example 8 In Figures 5.1 and 5.2, we show the exact tail probability, the lower bound, and the MVA
upper bound for two Gaussian input processes whose autocovariance functions are 10 x 0.951~1cos and
0.1 x 0.991'1, respectively. One can easily check that these autocoval-iancefunctions do
10 x 0.91'1 cos
not satisfy the condition (C3). Hence, the MVA upper bound in this example may not be an asymptotic
upper bound. However, note that both the lower bound and the MVA upper bound still accurately
match the tail probability curve. In particular, note how both these approximations are able to track
even minor transitions of the exact tail curve from concavity to convexity. This again emphasizes the
importance of the maximum variance (a;).Further, in both figures, the MVA upper bound seems to

+

to the asymptotic
be asymptotically close to the tail probability. This suggests that the bound e-*
constant r7 in (1.1) may be used to accurately approximate it even when (C3) is violated, or when D
2

~

2

~

has a negative value. This may be true in part because the expression e - 7 has important properties
that the zlsymptotic constant is known to have such as: (1) if the input process is 2.2.d. Gaussian, then
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Figure 5.1.: The exact tail probability, the lower
bound, and the MVA upper bound for a Gaussian input process with autocovariance function
Cx(l) = 10 x 0.951'1 cos and K = 1,2.

Queue Length (x)

Figure 5.2: The exact tail probability, the lower
bound, and the MVA upper bound for a Gaussian input process with autoc13variancefunction
Cx(l) = 10 x 0.91'1 cos +0.1 x 0.991'1 and K = 1,2.
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D = 0 anti the asymptotic upper bound simply becomes e - s which is a well-know bound for the level
crossing probability of a random walk (see [43, page 2361); (2) Also, D can have a negative value, only
when the input process shows periodic'behavior, i.e., the amount of input at time n retluces the expected
z s a ~
amount of input time n + 1, for some 1. If D takes on a negative value, then e - 7 is greater than 1,
and will increase exponentially with the size of the system (as explained in Section 9.2). This suggests
that for strongly periodic input processes, there will be no gain in statistical multip1e:uing the traffic; an
observatian which is well known for certain types of periodic input traffic [19, 461.

As mentioned above, the input process shows self-similar behavior when condition (Cl) is violated.
In this case, the tail probability may not even be asymptotically exponential 1401, and. hence one cannot
obtain an asymptotic upper bound in a single exponential form. However, as long as t:he input process is
stationary and ergodic, the finite maximum variance (a;) can be found and used to compute the lower
bound and the MVA upper bound. In fact, in [40, 41.1, an equivalent approximation t;o the MVA upper
bound h a ; been computed and used to approximate the tail probability for a special class of Gaussian
processes (calledFractal Brownian motion that belong to the class of self-similar input processes. In these
papers, the tail probability was approximated by the lower bound given in (3.1), but the lower bound itself
.Z
was evaluated through yet another approximation P(z) = e e - T ,instead of the exact standard Gaussian
tail function P(z). As a consequence, the approximation used in these papers does not correspond to
the real lower bound in (3.3) but actually corresponds to our MVA upper bound. Nevertheless, the
experimen.ta1 result in [41] shows that the MVA upper bound (used only as an approximation) can
approximate the tail probability reasonably well even when condition (Cl) is violated. Since the lower
bound is closely related to the MVA upper bound as shown in Figure 4.1, it too can be useful in analyzing
Fractal Brownian motion processes.
In the following section, we weaken the Gaussian assumption on the input process itself, and use the
lower and the MVA upper bounds to approximate the tail probability of fluid queues with a large number
of non-Gaussian input processes.

5.2

Applications to Voice and Video 'IkafFic

As mextioned in Chapter 2, the huge capacity of high-speed network links motivates the Gaussian
characteriziition of the aggregate traffic to a multiplexer. For example, FORE SYSTEMS has already
built commercial ATM switches to support OC-12 (622.08 Mbps) lines, and ATM networks with OC-24
(1.2 Gbps) lines are already operational (at Cambridge University). Due to the huge capacity of a single
ATM link, hundreds or even thousands of network applications are expected to share an ATM link; an
OC-3 (155.52 Mbps) line can accommodate over 6800 voice calls (assuming 16 Kbps mean bit-rate) and
an OC-12 line over 300 MPEG video calls (assuming 1.5 Mbps mean bit-rate) both at a utilization of
p := I E { X o } / p = 0.8. These numbers seem to be large enough for the Central Lim~tTheorem to be
applied to characterize the aggregate input process by a Gaussian process [16, 17,361. Through empirical
evidence we have found that a few hundred sources are generally sufficient for the Gausstsn approximation
to be quite good.
In this section, we illustrate the effectiveness of the Gaussian characterization and the applicability
of the lower and the MVA upper bounds for general traffic models through several numerical examples
involving \.oice and video traffic. It should be emphasized that since we have weakened the Gaussian
as sump ti or^, our theoretical results cannot strictly be thought of as bounds, but approximations, even
if the various conditions on the autocovariance function of the aggregate input process were satisfied.
However, is will be illustrated by the numerical examples, as long as the Gaussian approximation is
reasonably good, our analytical approximations do behave like real bounds over the tail probabilities of
interest.
In the next few examples, we demonstrate the utility of the MVA upper bound and lower bound in
analyzing 1;he tail probability at a multiplexer for different cases. In each case the sources are fed into an
multiplexer being served by an OC-3 (155.52 Mbps) or OC-12 (622 Mbps) line.
Voice TrafFic Sources:
Example 9 The typical behavior of efficiently encoded voice traffic is that it alternate:; between "active"
and "inact,ive" states [20, 331. Hence, Markov modulated On-Off processes have frequently been used to
model voice traffic [20, 501. For our experiment, we assume a 10 msec slot size and tlse a discrete-time
On-Off M:MF process as a voice traffic source model whose state transition matrix a:nd rate vector are
given as fc~llows.

State Transition Matrix :
Input Rate Vector :

0.9833 0.01677
0.025
0.975
0 cells/slot
0.85 cells/slot

1

1

This voice traffic source model is obtained by discretizing the continuous-time MMF .voice traffic source
model used in [46]. In Figure 5.3, we show the exact tail, the lower bound and the IVIVA upper bound
for 42500 and 42800 voice sources served by an OC-12 (622.08 Mbps) line. As one can see in the figure,
the simulation results are tightly bounded between the lower bound and the MVA upper bound.

Video 'll-affic Sources:

In general, the stochastic characteristics of a video traffic source changes with the type of video
applicatic~nwhich the source represents. For instance, a video traffic source that mainly transmits movies
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Figure 5.3: The exact tail probability, the lower
bound and. the MVA upper bound for a multiplexer serving 42500 and 42800 voice traffic
sources. The output link capacity is set to
622.08 Mbps (OC-12 line).
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Figure 5.4: The exact tail probability, the lower
bound and the MVA upper bound for a multiplexer serving 250 and 260 real MPEG sources.
The output link capacity is set to 155.52 Mbps
(OC-3 line).

is likely to have different characteristics from that of a video source that transmit:; news programs.
Further, the video coding schemes employed to reduce the required bandwidth can also significantly
affect the stochastic characteristics of the video traffic generated. Therefore, the detailed modeling of such
diverse video traffic sources may not be an easy and efficient way of characterizing these sources. From
this viewpoint, traffic characterization based only on the first two moments (mean and autocovariance)
has advan1;ages over the characterization based on explicit stochastic modeling, since the mean and
autocovari.ance of a traffic source can be directly measured from the source. In the previous example
involving a non-Gaussian voice traffic source model, the first two moments of the traffic sources have
been analytically obtained from the source model. In the next example, we will show that from the
measured mean and autocovariance of a real video trace, the queue length distribution can also be
accurately computed.
E x a m p l e 10 In this example, we use real MPEG video (frame size) traces generated1 by Rose [42]. To
simulate MPEGencoded video traffic, 16 different MPEG coded traces of 40000 frames are concatenated
into one t:race of 640000 frames, and the frame sizes are read out sequentially from this trace starting
at a randam position in the trace. Since all the concatenated frame size traces are from video sequences
captured at 25 frameslsec, the total length (640000 frames) of the concatenated frame size trace corresponds to more than 7 hours of play time. Since the trace is quite long, by simply assigning a random
starting position to each simulated MPEG video traffic source, we generate a large number of MPEG
video traflic sources. Since we assume a 10 msec slot size in this example, each frame size should be read
out over 4 slots. We assume that each frame is transmitted uniformly over a frame period (40 msec or
equivalently 4 slots). In Figure 5.4, the lower bound and the MVA upper bound for 2!50 and 260 MPEG
video sources served at 3667 cells/slot (OC-3 line) are compared to the exact tail pr~ba~bilities.
The mean
and autocovariance function of the simulated MPEG source are measured directly from the concatenated
frame size trace, and used for our approximation technique. Since we are now using reitl frame size traces
to simula1,e MPEG encoded video sources, the importance sampling technique cannot be used for this
experiment and, consequently, the simulation results show larger confidence intervals;. Nevertheless, as
one can see in the figure, both the lower bound and the MVA upper bound again seem to encapsulate the
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Figure 5.5: The autocovariance function measured
from JPEG-encoded movie "Star Wars" and its
approximation with the weighted sum of 3 exponential functions.

Figure 5.6: Simulation results, the lower bound,
and the MVA upper bound for a multiplexer serving 79 and 81 JPEG-encoded movie "Star Wars"
through an OC-12 output link.

exact tail probability within an order of magnitude. It is important to note that because of the structure
of MPEG coding scheme, the traffic shows strong periodic behavior, and its autocovari~mcefunction may
have a significant negative portion. This in turn may result in situations when conditioil (C3) is violated.
However, a s is illustrated in this example, even in those cases, our maximum variance based bounds can
be used to accurately approximate the tail probability.

Example 11 In this example, we use a frame size trace of the JPEG-encoded m0vi.e "Star Wars" to
simulate real video sources, and experimentally obtain the tail probability P({Q > x)) for these sources.
Also, we design a simple JPEG video traffic source model based on the mean and autocovariance function
measured directly from the frame size trace, and use the model to obtain our bounds and another set
of simulati.on results. In Figure 5.5, we show the autocovariance function measured directly from the
trace and i.ts approximation. As one can see from the figure, the autocovariance functi'on measured from
the frame size trace has quite an irregular shape. Further, the autocovariance function takes on large
positive values a t very large values of I, the time difference. This implies that the traffic is correlated over
a long time. In fact, many types of video traffic have been found to be heavily correlated over multiple
time-scale:; or even thought to exhibit self-similar behavior over a certain time-period [3, 10, 321. To
capture this multiple time-scale correlation of the frame size trace, we can model the JPEG video traffic
source as ];he superposition of 3 two-state MMF processes with very different mean state sojourn times,
as specified below.
State Transition Matrices :
0.999138
0.000862

0.000862
0.999138

99.5296 cells/slot
151.8123 cells/slot

0.9999138
0.0000862

]

0.0000862
0.9999138

Input Rate Vectors :
0 cells/slot
22.3987 cells/slot

[

0.99999138 0.00000862
0.00000862 0.9'9999138

0 cells/slot
15.4486 cells/slot

1

1

More precisely, this source model is obtained by matching the autocovariance function measured from the
frame size trace using the Least Square method. The approximated autocovariance fuilction is compared
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Figure 5.7: Admissible combinations of voice and JPEG-encoded video calls for an OC-12 link with
20000 cell buffers, computed by simulation, the lower bound, and the MVA upper bound. The maximum
tolerable tail probability (cp) is set to
t o the measured autocovariance function in Figure 5.5. The purpose of designing a model for the JPEG
tr&c motlel is to demonstrate that the queueing behavior of a traffic source can be captured by a
relatively 2:imple stochastic model of the traffic source, especially when the number of rnultiplexed traffic
sources is large. In Figure 5.6, we show simulation results, the lower bound, and the upper bound for
a multip1e:cer serving 79 and 81 JPEG traffic sources through an OC-12 line. The ti:me slot size is set
to 8.333 msec. Since the frame size trace is from video sequences captured a t 30 frames/sec, each frame
size should be read out over 4 slots. As in the previous example, we assume that a frame is uniformly
transmitted over 4 slots. As one can see in the figure, the two simulation results (one using the real frame
size trace and the other using the model) are close to each other and encompassed within the lower and
MVA upper bounds.

Admission Control: Voice and Video
An important application of our analytical results is for admission control. We assurne that a new call
is admitted t o an ATM multiplexer with buffer size B if the resulting tail probability P({Q > x = B ) )
is less than some cp. Hence, cp corresponds to the maximum tolerable tail probability for a call to be
admitted.
E x a m p l e 12 In Figure 5.7, we show the admissible region for voice and JPEG-encoded video calls
computed by simulation, and via our maximum variance based bounds. The maximum tolerable tail
probability cp and the buffer size B are set to
and 20000 cells, respectively. A.gain, we assume
that a n OCY-12 line serves the multiplexer. Since the required constraint cp is quite smi~ll,we use simple
stochastic :models for both voice and JPEG video traffic sources in order to employ the importance
sampling technique. While we use the same traffic source model that is used in Example 9, we use a J P E G
video traffic: model that is somewhat different from the model used in Example 11. The reason is that the

traffic source models used in Example 11 results in the generation of too small a number of regenerative
cycles in a reasonable amount of time, to effectively employ the importance sampling sinlulation technique.
Instead we use a more generic model that captures the multiple-time scale correlation observed in JPEG
video traces. Specifically, the JPEG video traffic source model used in this example is a superposition of
a 2.2.d. Gaussian process and 3 two-state MMF processes. The state transition matrices and the input
rate vectc'rs of these MMF processes and the mean and the variance of the 2.2.d. Gaussian process are
given as follows.

State Transition Matrices :

[

0.9999 0.0001
0.0001 0.9999

]

Input Rate Vectors :
0 cells/slot
45.516 cells/slot

I

I

0 cells/slot
31.86 cells/slot

I

0 cells/slot
18.204 cells/slot

1

Mean of i.2.d. Gaussian : 82.42
Variance of 2.i.d. Gaussian : 8.6336
It is interesting to note that in Figure 5.7, the admissible regions computed by simnlation, the lower
bound, ancl the MVA upper bound are so close that it is almost difficult to distinguish t b 5 r boundaries. In
fact, the lower bound overestimates and the MVA upper bound underestimates the maximum admissible
number of calls by less than 1% in terms of utilization. This example is quite typical of the accuracy of
our maximum variance based bounds for admission control.

6. Conclusion
In this report we introduce a simple lower bound and derive two asymptotic upper bounds to analyze
the tail of the steady state distribution B({Q > x)) in a high-speed multiplexer. We mosdel the multiplexer
as an infinite buffer fluid queue and characterize the aggregate input process as a Glaussian stochastic
process. This enables us to avoid the classical state explosion problem that occurs when many traffic
sources are multiplexed.
We firrit introduce a simple lower bound for Gaussian input processes, based on the ]maximumvariance
(a;). We then provide an intuitive explanation and develop a theoretical result that emphasizes the
importanc:e of the maximum variance point in capturing the supremum distribution of Gaussian processes.
For a (2aussian input process satisfying fairly general conditions, we derive an exponential asymptotic
upper bound e - t ( ~ + + ) to the tail probability P({Q > x)) using key results in Extreme Value Theory.
This asyrr~ptoticupper bound in turn provides a theoretical contribution to the Extreme Value literature.
The asymptotic upper bound also results in a tight upper bound to the asymptotic constant.
Building upon our exponential asymptotic upper bound, we derive another asymptiotic (MVA) upper
based on the maximum variance (a:). Through an extensive and systematic numerical
bound e-*,
study, we find that both the lower bound and the MVA upper bound accurately approximate the tail
probability as long as the input process can be effectively characterized by a Gaussian process. We also
illustrate that our analysis of the tail probabilities results in very efficient admission control.
In this report we have provided results only for the discrete-time fluid queues in whi.ch the fluid arrival
and service take place only a t discrete times. Equivalent results for the continuous-time fluid queue have
already b.aen derived and are available in [la]. We find that Gaussian modeling of the input traffic
provides significant simplicity and has great potential, and are currently investigating ,ways to extend the
analysis to a network end-to-end.

A. Results from Extreme Value Theory
Here, we quote three results from [7],which are used at critical steps i n proving our main results.
Theorem A.l (Borell's Inequality) Let {& : t E T ) be a centered Gaussian process with sample path
bounded a.s., i.e. (C) < oo a.s. Then IE{(C)) is finite and for all x > IE{(C)),

where

(g2>
:=

suptET IE{<f}.

Theorem A.2 (Slepian's Inequality) Let C and v be two centered Gaussian processes on an index set
T with sainple path bounded a.s. If IE{(:)
= IE{v:) and IE{(& - Ct)') 5 IE{(v, - vt)'!) for all s, t E T ,
then for ail x
> XI) 5 ~ ( v> XI).
)

wr)

Theorem A.3 Let {Ct : t E T ) be a centered Gaussian process and define a pseudo-.metric d on T as
d ( t l , t 2 ) :=: JIE{(Ct, - Ct2)2) (note that d is not a metric, since d ( t l , t 2 ) = 0 does not necessarily imply
tl = t 2 ) . Also, let N ( c ) be the minimum number of closed d-balls of radius c needeo! to cover T , then
there exists a universal constant K such that

B. Preliminaries
In this appendix, we provide several propositions which will be used to prove Theorem 3.1 and
Theorem 3.2.
Even though the following proposition includes results that may be well known (e.g. (b)), we provide
complete proofs to save the readers' inconvenience in searching for the proper references.
Pro~ositionB . l
(a) For n >; I,
=
lC7(l).

~rc;

+

(b) C x ( n l : n2) = (Va{Xnl)
Var{Xn,) - Var{XI,l-nzl)).
(c) Under condition (Cl), for any two non-negative sequences ki and li such that k,, l i -+ oo and
lim

a-tm

CX(ki 4) = lim CX(li
.la ki) = s.
.
li
i+m

I n particular, limn+, VarjXn)
, - S.
(d) Let 6 := CEl 1lC7 (1)1. Then, under conditions (Cl) and (C2),
d l n l , n 2 >: 0, and limn+, n ( S Var{Xm)
m

a

nl

}

5 fiInl-nzL
for
- Var{XnlLI
nz
nlnz

< S and there ezists an no such that for all s: 2 no, -=

.

Proof of I'roposition B.l : (a)

(b)

/

F)
= D.

(e) Under conditions ((21)-(C3),
SUPO<m<n

2 -+

From (2.4), for n

>1

Without loss of generality ( W.L. 0.G.) assume n2 > n l . Then,

(c) From. the symmetry of the autocovariance function, it suffices to show that limi+,
Let h,(m) be defined as

6C7(m)
)if - min{ki, li) < m < 0,

hi(m) =

Then we get

(1 +
c7(m)
1 0

=)

( m )

i f O < m < Jki-liJ,
if lk, - l,( < m < max{k,, 1 , ) .
otherwise.

= S.

However, since limi,,
hi(m) = C,(m) and (hi(m)(< JC,(m)J, it follows from the Dominated Convergence Theotrem (DCT) that
lim

i-w

(d)

min{ki, li)
C, (hi, 4)
cy(ki, 1,)
= lim
lim
= lim
li
w
min{ki 1 ) w
li
i+w

x
00

h,(m) = S.

m=-rn

W. L. (3. G. assume n2 > n l > 0. From (2.4), we have

Now, let hn(m) be defined as
:=

{

i f m = 0 , 1 , ..., n,
otherwise.

mC,(m)
nC,(m)

Then, from (2.4) and the definition of S,

(S -

( 2c-, x
n-1

var{xn')

= 271

n

(I - F)c, (m)

(m) -

m= 1

m=l

Again, we know that hn(m) + mC, (m) as n

+ oo and Jhn(m)l5 mJC,(m)(. Therefore, from condition

q)
xE1lC,(l)

(C2) and IICT, limn,,
n (S =2
(e) From (2.4) and the definition of S,

n

=

Therefore,
1C,(1)

xE1

2

(C1C,(l) +

x

= D.

w

nC,(l))

>0

--

(from condition (C3)).

< S for all n > 0. From conditions (C2) and (C3), it follows that lirn,,,,
> 0. This along with (a) implies that there exists an n l > 0 such that

C:=,lCr(l) =

var{xn-l)

>0

f o r a l l n 2 : n l , i . e . , &&d is an increasing function for n 2 nl. NOW,let c := sup,,,,,, - +,
then
c < S, and from (c) there exists an n o 2 n l such that
> c Let n no, then for m 5 nl,

>

var{Xm)
IC
I Var{Xno)
m
no

(from the definition of no)

L Var{Xn)
(because
n

is increasing for n

2 nl).

V

7 ~ no,
2 -

5

is increasing for n 2 n l ,

Also, since
;

W =

w-

for rn E (nl, n). Therefore, for all

Q. E.D.

SUPO<~~.

Proposition B.2 Let A, be the index at which a:,,

attains its maximum (a;).

Then, under condition

fiz-=

(Cl), A,

r4

as x -+ co. h r t h e r , under conditions (Cl) and (C2), lim,,,

y = 0 for all E > 0.

Proof of ]Proposition B.2 : For notational simplicity, we define a function g(x) for

7~ =

0,1,2,. . . as

if n = 0,
otherwise.

g(n) :=

in terms of the function g(n) as
Then we can write the variance of Y,(")
2

= (x

Sxn
Icn)2g(n)

+

From Proposition B.l(c), we have limn,,
g(n) = 1. Let G := sup,,,, - g(n) and n, be the non-negative
attains its maximum. Then, it follows that G is finite and not less than 1, and
integer a t which
z
In, - 1 5; 1. Since a:,, attains its maximum at n = A,,

By solving (b.3) for A,, we have

-+ 1 as x -+ 00, this inequality implies that A, -+ oo (consequently, g(A,) -+ 1) as
Since %,g(li,)
x -+ 00.
Since .&
attains its maximum at n = n,, we know from (b.3) that g(n,) 5 g(A,), and that the
following relation should hold.

Since both g(n,) and g(A,) approach 1 as x -+ oo, this inequality implies that
IcA,

lim -= 1.

x+m

x

Thus, we have proven the first part of the proposition. Now, assume C,(1) satisfies conditions (Cl) and
(C2). From Proposition B.l(d), note that

From (b.4:), it follows that

On the other hand,

m$, %

Since 4nZcand g(h,) approach 1 as x
sufficientlv large x,

+ m and since I f

5 1, it follows :from (b.8) that for

-

Therefore, from (b.7) and (b.9), for sufficiently large x, we have

(from the fact that

I

4~t)lA,-n,l
Sgfiznz

gw
+ {m
+1 as x + ~

a )

2~.

+x

(from (b.6))

Sn,n, 7

+ 0 and %,% + 1 as x + m).

(since
A,-=

Now, assume that lirn,,,
= 0 for some E > 0 (from (b.5), we already know that this holds for any
E > 1). Then, since Ifi, - n,J 5 (A, - I:
1, from (b.lO) we have

+

Hence, lim,,,

A, - 2
d = 0. Thus it follows by induction that lim,,,
22

Proposition B.3 Under condition (Cl), limZ,,(uz)

-

2 - sK

A

-'
Z.

= 0,

for ill1 E

> 0. Q. E.D.

.

2 - zvartxa 1 - -1 VartXa, 1
Proof of Proposition B.3 : From (2.9), we have (0,)
- z+rc.n,
-L
However,
.
n
z (l++)a

we know that
limz,,(u~) =

2.

+ S (Proposition

B.l(c)) and

+1

(Proposition B.2), as x

+ m.

Thus,
Q. E.D.

C. Proofs for Main Results
Proof of Theorem 3.1 : To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that

lim
2-t-

:.

B({(Y(z))[5,F~c > &I)
=0
B({(Y(z)) > &))

for all a 1, where A denotes the complementary set of A.
Let a :> 1. Since g(n) -+ 1 (g(n) is defined in (b.1)) as n -t m, there exists an no such that g(n) 5
C

$

sj

for all n 2 no. Now, let G := supn,,,g(n),
then there exists an x, > amosuch that &i?$$
5
for all x 2 2,. Since
is an increasing function for n 5 f , this (in conjunction with (b.2)) implies
that,
< SxnG < sfi
for all x 2 x, and n 5 no,
OZ+ - (x ~ n - )2 n ~( a + 1)

+

It can easily be shown that
have

(zEn)2
5 n(ztl)i
for n E [&,TIc.Therefore, from the definition of no, we

Now from (c.1) and (c.2), it follows that

+

( d ) [ 2 , F ~ c 5 2 ~ ( a 1)

for all x 2 x,.

We now define a pseudo-metric d(") on {O, 1 , 2 , .. .) as d(l)(nl,nz) :=

<

(2)

4-5.

Also, let

B, (n) :=: { r n : d(")(n,m) E ) be a d(")-ball of radius E centered at n , and N ( ~ ) ( Ebe
) the minimum
number of dlz)-balls of radius of r needed to cover {0,1,2,. . .). Since var{~,(')) 5 i,Sf,"$2 5
and
since

Y,(I)= 0, B!~)(O)covers {0,1,2,.. .) when r > @.Therefore, for all x > 0,
N(")(r) = 1 for r. 2
:/\

Now, assume that r <

@ and n2 > n l . Then,

However, s:ince Var{(Xn2 - Xnl)) = Var{Xn2-,,) from the stationary increment property of Xn,
Var{(Xn, --Xnl)) and Var{Xnl) are bounded by GS(n2- n l ) and GSnl, respectively. Hence, from (c.5)

(from the fact that
This implies that if In2 - n l 1 5 &r2,

5

& and &$

5 &&).

then d(")(nl, n2) 5 E. Consequently,

Also, it can be easily shown that var{Y,(zl) 5 r2 for n 2

s.Since YP) 0, this implies that
=

Now, let k = r&e2], where [XI denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to x. Then, from
+ 1 d(x)-ballsof radius of r centered at ki (i =: 0,1, . . . , [ e l )
(c.6) and [c.7), it follows that
cover {0,1,2,. ..). Hence, for

E

[el
< @,N ( ~ ) ( Cis) bounded by the following inequality.

From (c.4) and (c.8), N(E) defined by

@,

ifr <
otherwise,

Jr

bounds N'") (r) for all x, r > 0. Now, let M := X
log$ N(r)dr (it can be shown that the integral is
finite), where X is the universal constant in Theorem A.3. Then from Theorem A.3
IE{(Y("))) 5 M ,
By applying Theorem A.l to

YL')

?IC,

for n E [&,

< 2e-

for all x

> 0.

(c.9)

we get

%(JE-E{(Y(=))})~(,+~)
SJ,

(from (c.3) and the fact that ( Y ( " ) ) ~ L L ,5~ ~(Y(")))
~

<_

2e

-V(from (c.9)),
s

(c.10)

a

for x suffici.ently large. Therefore,
1
K.(&
lim sup - ~ O ~ P ( { ( Y ( ~ ) ) ~>~6, S) Z
) 5
~ . lim x-+m
x+m x

+

- M ) 2 ( ~ 1)

-

K(CY
-t- 1)

Sd'6

Sxfi

Additionally, we know from [30] that
lim

x-+m

-1x log B({(Y(~))> &))

= lim

z-+m

1

log B({(X) > x))
x

=

2tC

--.S

(c.11)
'

Since

-$*

< -$ for all a > 1, (c.11) and (c.12) imply that
~ ( { ( Y ( " ) ) [ ~ ,>~ &I)
lc
= 0,
P({(Y(")) > &})

lim

z+-

Q.E.D.

and the theorem follows.

Proof of Theorem 3.2 : Let Bt be the standard Brownian motion process and define a centered
(n = 0,1,. . .) for each x > 0 by

Gaussian process

z?)

x

+ tcn

From the definition, the autocovariance function CZcr,of

z?) can be easily derived a3

From (b.2) and (c.13), we can see that the variance of z?) is equal to that of Y,("). Now, let a
From Proposition B.l(e), there exists an no > 0 such that for all n 2 no,

If we assurne x 2 atcn, and n2 > n l

a nlm

=

'
2n1

(

2 2 2 no, then

(Var{Xnl}

Var{xnl
nl

> 1.

+ Var{Xnz) - Var{Xn2-,,})

+ VarL:2)'

(from Proposition B.l(b))

(from (c.14))

This implies that

>

(nl, n2) 2 C,Zcr,
(nl, n2) for all
Therefore, from (2.8), (c.13), and (c.15), it follows that for x a m o , CY(=,
n l , n2 E [f , ?I. Since we know ~ a r { ~ , ( =
~ )~}a r { ~ ? ) }we
, have E{(Y,(:) - YL:))~} 5 ~ ( ( 2 2-) ~ g ) ) ~ }
for all n l , n2 E [&,71.Therefore, from Theorem A.2,
P ( { ( Y ( ~ ) ) [ ~>
, +6~ ) ) 5 P ( { ( z ( ~ ) ) [>~ 6, ~) ~) for all x
Now, we obtain an upper bound to P({(z(~))[x-,sz~
I ? ( { ( " ) >6

)=
=

P({Z?)

> &})

> atcn,.

as follows.

> f i for any n

E

x ax
-1))

[-,

atc

tc

x ax
P ( { J ~ B , > x + t c n f o r a n y n~ [-,-I))
aK,

(from the definition of 2:)

tc

(c.16)

J
J

ax

5 P({ Sg(rTl)Bn > x + nn for any n
(since g(n) is increasing on
sg(rE1)~t

E

x ax

[--,

a K

-1))K

[z,71from (c.14))

> x + rct for any t

<

P({

-

e- S9(r71)
(see [43, page 1991).

E

[O,w)))

2x2

~ F))
From (c.115)and (c.17), we have an asymptotic upper bound to P ( { ( Y ( ~ ) ) ( ~ , s>z d

On the other hand, from Proposition B.1(d) and the fact that g(n)

2nz
s-

-+ 1 as n -+ oo, we have

m
26..
--+
(from the definition of g(i;))

Therefore, from (2.6), and from Theorem 3.1, (c.18) and (c.19), it follows that
limsup ~%P({(x)

2 x 2 ~

> x)) = l i m s u p e % P ( { ( ~ ( z >
) ) &)) 5 e - T

,,Z

Since a

2+,

> 1 is arbitrary, finally we have limsup,,,

eFP({(x)

2rZD

> x)) I e - 7 .
2

Q.E.D.

-+ D, and
Since $ -+ K, Var{Xaz) -+ S , (S - var~xa2))A,
nz
and Proposition B.2, it follows from (c.20) that

Therefore, lim,,,

e*e-*

2r2D

=e - 7 .

("-"2)2

fi2

-+

0 as x

-+

-,e.
Hence,

- zVar{Xa 1

Proof of Proposition 4.1 : From (2.9) and the definition of ii,, we have (D,) -

oo frorn Proposition B.l
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